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Another busy and interesting year for ECOE!  
 
Our rooftop solar PV sites have been generating well and the two new solar rooftop 
sites - Beacon Community Centre and Westbank- were nearing completion as we 
approached the end of the year.   
 
Our energy-saving project Healthy Homes for Wellbeing (HHWB) continues to grow 
and is highly regarded across the community energy sector.  
 
Tara Bowers was named a national Heat Hero in the NEA Awards in London at the 
start of 2020 for the work she has done tackling fuel poverty within the HHWB 
project.  
 

 

 

Figure 1: Tara Bowers with Ben Bradshaw at the Heat Heroes Award 
 

Our Community Fund saw a tremendous increase in applications, which made for 
an engaging awards ceremony.  
 
There have been a number of personnel changes. These have enabled us to modify 
some of our day to day management practices and reduce costs. On the whole, this 
has worked well, and we enter the next financial year with a strong Board of 
Directors dedicated to taking the organisation forward, plus two support workers 
contracted to help with Finance and the Operations and Maintenance of our solar 
PV sites. 

We saw an increase in requests for collaboration from councils, businesses and 
volunteers while the enhanced media attention to Climate Change has helped to 
raise our profile and highlight our positive work. 
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Table 1: Solar PV 1 and 2 site performance data 2016 – 2019 

 
Please note that the carbon saving is less than might be expected compared to last 
year because the grid's carbon intensity is reducing as less coal is now being used. 
 

 

Figure 2: Rolling Annual Generation 
 
At Exeter College performance has degraded over time. This is principally due to the 
panels being only 3 degrees off horizontal and in a portrait configuration. Dirt had 
accumulated on the bottom edges and cleaning was carried out in May 2019 at a 
cost of £1,350 + VAT.  A large part of this cost relates to the hiring of a mobile 
platform to access the panels. We do not believe we were adequately warned that 
the way the panels were mounted would necessitate annual cleaning. However, the 
contractor did not agree that we were misadvised. In addition, the system suffered 
a complete failure and was out of action for a month when a cable near the 
connector burnt out. This was repaired without charge. Loss of income amounted 
to approximately £1,700. A successful claim was made for this sum, minus £500 
excess, under ECOE’s business interruption insurance policy. 

Site

Capacity 

KWp

Predicted 

KWh pa 2016 2017 2018 2019

Carbon Saving 

2019 kgs

Actual usage by 

host 2019

Predicted usage 

by host

Exeter Library combined 29 27,600               25,616     25,681     25,016     26,300     6,707                           96% 95%

Great Moor House 100 92,652               86,277     79,823     84,815     82,027     20,917                        89% 95%

Shillingford 25kw 25 25,000               26,152     24,422     22,810     24,787     6,321                           37% 60%

Shillingford 14 kw 14.5 14,500               14,659     13,590     12,790     14,019     3,575                           94% 60%

Wonford CLC 20.5 19,540               19,023     17,735     18,196     16,815     4,288                           34% 50%

Exeter College 150 138,737            128,441  117,677  101,242  25,817                        65% 65%

Pinhoe Rd BC 19.96 17,299               17,267     18,030     17,439     4,447                           25% 30%

Glasshouse 20.14 17,646               19,372     19,086     21,454     5,471                           40% 70%

Beehive 29 24,431               23,204     24,565     23,599     6,018                           80% 50%

Annual Energy Generated
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Beehive and Great Moor House both required optimiser replacements. 
 
Wonford suffered total loss of power as result of the inverter failing. It was replaced 
under warranty but the loss of income was insufficient to justify an insurance pay-
out. 
 

Since Spring 2020, ECOE has been generating electricity at two additional rooftop 
solar PV sites: The Beacon Community Centre on Beacon Lane and Westbank in 
Exminster.  

Most of the work on these sites was done during the year to 31 January 2020. We 
received the formal installation certificate for the 29.9kW project at The Beacon on 
12 February 2020 and the certificate for the 45.9kW project at Westbank on 12 
March 2020, just before the Prime Minister’s statement on COVID-19 on March 16. 
Both sites have been registered for feed-in-tariff subsidy and export income. This 
brings ECOE’s total solar PV portfolio to 10 sites, with 484kW peak generation 
output capacity. 

The COVID-19 lockdown delayed work on metering and display aspects of the 
projects. The formal completion of the installation work was achieved on 5 June 
2020. Legal work for Westbank was finally completed on June 18.  

 

Figure 3: The solar PV installation at Westbank 
 
For The Beacon, we are yet to receive a licence to sublet as Devon County Council is 
understandably busy dealing with the COVID-19 crisis. Currently we do not know 
when we will be able to complete the legal work for The Beacon. Some delays have 
impacted the initial income from the sites. Ongoing reduced electricity consumption 
at the sites due to COVID-19 will also affect the business model for the project. 
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Figure 4:  Andy Extance with the solar PV installation at the Beacon Community Centre 

There have been many challenges and our thanks go to everyone who has helped to 
resolve them. Director Andy Extance project managed solar PV3, taking over from 
Gill Wyatt in October 2018, with help from former project officer Alan Denbigh and 
director Hertha Taverner-Wood, plus continued support from Gill. Our solicitors, 
Stephens Scown, have done their usual brilliant job at a preferential rate. ECOE 
director and Stephens Scown solicitor Sonya Bedford even stepped in while on 
holiday when installers were not allowed on site due to legal hitches. Sonya’s 
colleague Justin Butt helped with that and other tricky situations. Stephens 
Scown’s Chloe Parkman has been staunchly persistent with challenges over leases 
and power purchase agreements.  

Our installer Simon Lord from SOL Electrical and his colleagues have been 
extremely understanding and flexible. Thanks also to former ECOE director Peter 
Bowers, Andrew Shadrake, everyone who helped at Western Power Distribution, 
Good Energy and Devon County Council. We would also like to thank our contacts at 
both sites, especially Kate Galliford and Richard Cummings at The Beacon and 
Justin Milton and Debbie Avery at Westbank and the local councillors who 
contributed funds towards the legal costs as well as everyone else who has helped.  

ECOE financed the project with an interest-free bridging loan. We now want to raise 
funds from members and supporters to repay that loan. We are planning short-term 
loans paying 4% interest for a total of £75,000. The loan prospectus has been 
shared with the AGM papers, and we will share application forms with everyone who 
expresses an interest shortly afterwards.  
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Our Healthy Homes for Wellbeing project has grown as we continued to provide 
Local Energy Advice Partnership (LEAP) home visits, drop-in advice clinics, talks to 
community groups, stalls at local events and training for frontline workers in Exeter, 
Mid Devon, East Devon, Teignbridge and Torbay.  

Over the winter, demand was so high that all of our Home Energy Advisers (HEA’s) 
diaries were fully booked 4-6 weeks in advance. In January, we appointed and 
welcomed Paul Whittall as our fifth HEA.  
 
We continued to receive funding from the Big Energy Saving Network (BESN) and 
Western Power Distribution (WPD) South West Affordable Warmth fund. This 
£45,000 grant supported us to further develop many aspects of our partnerships 
and services including: 
 

 Our health-related partnerships with the Early Discharge, Admission 
Avoidance teams at RD&E, the Community Matrons and the Reaching for 
Independence Teams.  

 New drop-in clinics at several Health Centres, Community Centres and Job 
Centre Plus.  

 Extending outreach work to rural areas and those not connected to the gas 
grid in East Devon, Teignbridge and Torbay.  

 
In November we launched our Winter Warmth campaign asking people to donate 
their Winter Fuel Payments to the Healthy Homes Hardship fund if they did not need 
it themselves. Over the previous two years, we had witnessed how the hardship 
experienced by many can be alleviated with only small sums of money. We raised 
just over £4,000, which has provided 19 grants. These have paid for prepayment top 
ups, food, fridge freezers, carpets, oil-filled radiators, dehumidifier, cookers etc.  
 

 
Figure 5: BESW Roadshow event at Beacon Community Centre 

 
This year as part of the BESN funding we delivered six events during the Big Energy 
Saving Week. They included energy and money saving roadshows and drop-in 
energy advice sessions. We gave advice to over 110 people and booked 40 LEAP 
home visits. 
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We completed more Energy Company Obligation (ECO) grants for boiler 
replacements and insulation by working with local installers alongside LEAP. LEAP 
continued to provide the Emergency Central Heating Offer (ECHO) for broken 
boilers, which has remained open because of COVID-19 restrictions and broken 
boilers being deemed an emergency. They also have provided free replacement 
white goods through the HEART project. A summary of all outcomes and benefits 
delivered by the project follows. 

Table 2: Outcomes and Benefits for Healthy Homes (1st Feb 2019 to 31st Jan 2020) 

 Number Savings  

Enquiries/One to Ones at clinics, talks etc 1289 n.a 

LEAP Home visits 726 n.a. 

Income Max referrals: benefit and debt advice 

(actual savings when known, others estimated at £1,500 p.a.) 

286 £452,572 

ECO referrals (first time GCH, boiler replacement, loft and cavity 
wall insulation. Assumed 50% completion) 

(Assumed energy saving p.a. (es), and installation grants (ig): 
FGCH: es £338, ig £4,000; Boiler: es £200, ig £1800; Loft: es £150, 
ig £400; Cavity wall: es £150, ig £750 

143  £13,717 
(energy saving) 

£104,220 
(installation grants) 

ECHO referrals (broken boilers emergency scheme) 

(Assumed £200 p.a energy saving and £1,800 for installation 
grants) 

44 £8,800 
(energy saving) 

£79,200 
(installation grants) 

HEART referrals (energy savings/appliance £40 p.a.) 155 £6,200 

Fire Safety checks 97 n.a. 

Health/LA referrals 62 n.a. 

Warm Home Discount  114 £15,960 

Switching tariff/supplier 200 £40,283 

Behaviour changes/easy measures installed  845 
households 

£79,325 

Priority Services Register sign ups 627 n/a 

Water Care Tariff /Care team referrals 

(actual savings when known, others estimated £100 p.a.) 

180 £19,800 

TOTAL  £820,077 
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The total savings generated by the project for this year were £820,077. Nearly all 
the savings were generated from LEAP home visits. Assuming £20,077 savings 
were generated from clinics and other events, this means that the average saving 
per home visit was £1,102 per household.  
 

 
All of this changed by the end of March with the COVID-19 lockdown. Our existing 
services had to stop and we launched new services to support those adversely 
affected by the coronavirus, which included telephone energy advice, emergency 
support re top ups for prepayment meters and broken boilers, signposting to 
relevant COVID-19 support services, weekly telephone support and the delivery of 
essential goods.  
 
As well as receiving referrals, we also contacted residents who we had previously 
supported to check they had the support they needed. So far, over 500 households 
have been contacted. They have been appreciative of our contact even if they 
required no support. 
 

 

Figure 6: Healthy Homes COVID-19 support banner 

Tara Bowers, our project coordinator won a National Energy Advice Heat Heroes 
award, recognising the contribution she had made to tackling fuel poverty. 

We were sad to lose our Healthy Homes administrator Sarah Rocke-Evans and we 
wish her every success in the future. 

Gill Wyatt, founding director of ECOE who also developed the Healthy Homes 
project, is stepping down as project manager but will stay working for the project. 
Tara Bowers will take over as the new project manager from 1st July 2020.  
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This year, we were joined by director Joe Clarke from August 2019 to February 2020, 
who helped improve our newsletters and social media activities. We have also 
worked with local marketing companies, in particular Sound In Theory, which has 
offered valuable design support since ECOE’s inception. Si Paull at Sound In Theory 
provided attractive artwork for our Community Fund and Winter Warmth campaigns.  

The principal media drives have focussed on supporting Community Fund, Winter 
Warmth and Healthy Homes. The press release for the Community Fund was 
published in the Exeter Daily, Grow Exeter, Grow East Devon, Grow South Devon, 
Exmouth Herald and Sidmouth Herald. We also produced a video for Twitter and 
Facebook to promote the Community Fund. We have advertised for volunteers and 
directors, including on Reach Volunteering and Indeed.  

ECOE actively supported the climate strike in September 2019. We also helped 
connect the Youth Strike 4 Climate Exeter group with the Music In Devon Initiative 
in the hope of securing a loan of the latter’s solar powered public address system, 
paid for by ECOE’s Community Fund. 

We have continued our efforts to engage with the local community. Director Patrick 
Devine-Wright has been leading the Devon Net Zero Climate Emergency Task Force 
and has been involved in many related events. Director Andy Extance spoke at a 
Transition Exeter Passivhaus/Retrofit meeting and a Cooperative Party meeting.  

Social media and newsletters ensure regular contact with members. Currently, our 
Twitter follower count is now 1,775, up from 1,649 last year. Our Facebook page 
now has 991 followers, up from 751 last year. We now have 256 LinkedIn followers, 
up from 188 last year. Our newsletter is received by 680 people, up from 663 last 
year. We sent out eight mailings to this list, plus notification of interest payments.  

We promoted the Healthy Homes for Wellbeing project at the Mid-Devon Show and 
“Making Homes Healthier” with Exeter City Council and Mid Devon District Council, 
Devon County Council, National Energy Action and Wessex Resolutions CIC. Healthy 
Homes for Wellbeing ran at least two events every month in addition to the regular 
clinics, with six during Big Energy Saving Week in January.  

Since COVID-19 broke out, our communications have been focusing on the change 
of strategy for Healthy Homes. This has involved social media and press releases 
published on The Exeter Daily, The Lapford Lookout and Reconnect Magazine. BBC 
Radio Devon also featured Healthy Homes for Wellbeing every day for a week to 
highlight our COVID-19 support offering. 

We have also relaunched an appeal for donations for the Healthy Homes Hardship 
Fund, via Just Giving. The Ecologist published our press release, and we have so far 
seen a trickle of donations.  

https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/ecoe
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The accounts for this financial year to 31 January 2020 show a surplus of 
£22,060, reducing the total accumulated deficit from £39,350 to £17,290. This 
surplus is after taking account of the proposed 5% interest payment on members’ 
shares and the payment to the Community Fund of £3,000 agreed at the AGM in 
2019.  
 
This is second successive year in which ECOE has made a surplus. There has been 
significant growth to turnover in the year of 40.1% increasing total net turnover 
(excluding grants and donations) from £110,085 to £154,188. The increased 
turnover was driven by the Healthy Homes for Wellbeing project which increased 
turnover from home visits by 73.6%, and Solar PV installations which saw increased 
turnover of 6.0%.  
 
When considering the current year’s performance and surplus, it should be noted 
that grants are received over the winter period, with most of the grant income being 
accounted for on receipt (in accordance with accounting Regulations), whereas the 
project's expenditure will continue throughout the year. Consequently, if we were to 
look at the figures in a few months’ time, part of that surplus will have been spent. 
 
ECOE's cashflow has been remained positive during the year, allowing repayment of 
£20,450 of members' share capital. For the current year, ECOE will seek to use 
surplus funds to repay further share capital and medium terms loan investments 
where requested, whilst seeking to raise new medium-term loans to fund the Solar 
PV 3 project, which will replace the current interest free benefactor loan. As we 
repay more of our loan and share investments, interest payments will reduce, and 
surpluses will increase. 
 
On the strength of the results and of the financial projections going forward, the 
Directors will recommend to members at the AGM that a transfer is made to the 
Community Fund of £3,500 this year based on the surplus generated and 
anticipated future income from Solar PV and Healthy Homes for 
Wellbeing projects. This may be supplemented by donations from members. 
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Our Community Fund is one of the main ways that we benefit and strengthen the 
wider community in Exeter and East Devon. This year, £6,345 (up from £4,100 last 
year) was available for local community groups to apply for to fund projects that 
help to tackle climate change and social justice by generating renewable energy, 
saving energy and/or helping to alleviate fuel poverty.   
 
Eleven organisations submitted applications for this year’s Community Fund – the 
highest number to date, and a sign that ECOE is becoming better known across 
Exeter and East Devon. The fund allocation event took place on 12 February 2020, 
attended by ECOE members, directors, supporters and applicant groups.  
 
In keeping with the participatory ethos of ECOE, the event was designed to be as 
collaborative as possible. Following presentations from each of the applicants, a 
collective conversation took place about how to allocate the funds in a way that is 
best for all involved. This wasn’t easy as the total applied for exceeded what was 
available. After extensive discussions facilitated by ECOE Director Gill Wyatt, the 
outcome, supported by all in attendance, was a decision to allocate funds to ten 
applicants.  
 
Applications focused on a range of measures including: installation of energy 
efficiency measures (e.g. LED lighting, draughtproof doors); smart energy 
technologies (e.g. solar PV and battery storage); educational projects (e.g. 
technology kits and workshops); community transport for vulnerable and isolated 
individuals and green planting in public open spaces. A summary of each award 
winner is below.  
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Name of organisation Purpose Amount 
(£) 

Alphington Community 
Association 

Underfloor heating in community 
theatre 

670 

Countess Wear Village Hall Solar PV and battery in village hall 960 

TRIP Community Transport 
Association 

Community Transport for isolated 
individuals 

500 

Halberton Primary School Educational kits for schools 300 

Art and Energy Public art workshops for COP26 670 

Seadream Educational materials for schools 670 

Wonford Community & 
Learning Centre Limited 

Draught proof doors in community 
centre 

670 

Exwick Communities 
Together 

LED lighting in community centre 670 

Exeter Phoenix LED lighting in theatre space 670 

Friends of Eastcliff Park Green Planting in Eastcliff Park 450 

Table 3: Summary of the successful award winners from the ECOE Community Fund 
 
Feedback on the event was highly positive. Here is a selection of comments from 
applicants: 

‘Thanks again for having us at the awards - it was totally different from any grant award 
process I've come across and a very interesting evening!’ 

‘I have finally ‘come down’ from that amazing/weird/challenging/sociable evening.  I will 
send a formal thank you soon – but wanted to just say ‘thanks’ not only for the money … but 
challenging my own ‘moral compass’ development and learning!’  

‘I'd like to take this opportunity to say how welcoming everyone was during the meeting, and 
how brilliantly facilitated it was. I haven't experienced a process like this, but it was really 
refreshing and inspiring.’ 
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Alphington Community Association have already used their funds to install 
underfloor heating in their community theatre building. However, progress is less 
certain for the other successful applicants due to delays caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic. We have granted additional time to beneficiaries to spend their awards 
given the circumstances. The remaining applicants will keep us informed of their 
progress and whether they need to rethink their plans. The presentations from the 
allocation event are available on the website. We intend to repeat the process in 
2021 and the amount to be made available from this year’s surplus profit will be 
discussed as an agenda item at the AGM.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Underfloor heating installation at Alphington Community Theatre funded partly 
through an ECOE Community Fund grant award 
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In 2020, the Smart Export Guarantee (SEG), the replacement for the Feed-in Tariff, 
came into effect. SEG is an obligation on licensed electricity suppliers to offer a 
tariff and make payments to small-scale low-carbon generators for exported 
electricity. We were concerned that as the government hadn’t set a minimum SEG 
price, suppliers would have a race to the bottom. At the moment, there is a healthy 
rate across the market (between 5p and 6p per kWh) which is comparable to the old 
FIT export rates. However, without a minimum price this could change. 
 

The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) for domestic properties will continue until 31 
March 2022. Another consultation is underway to determine what happens 
subsequently. The government is pushing for a ‘Clean Heat Grant’ to start from April 
2022, open to both domestic and non-domestic sectors. This would mean policy 
has gone full circle and back to being a grant scheme. The grant is expected to be 
£4,000. 
 
The RHI was being ‘gamed’ by the customers and/or installers with over-sized 
systems being installed simply to increase the amount of future payments received 
and not with efficiency in mind. Nevertheless, the RHI has nearly met its target of 
converting 12% of homes to renewable heat and delivered carbon savings. Will a 
grant of up to £4,000 be as successful? And without enforceable installation 
standards, will quality still be an issue? Only time will tell. 
 

The government increased funding to support the roll-out of electric vehicles but did 
nothing on tackling fuel poverty, except the existing but inadequate Energy 
Company Obligation. There is no zero-carbon homes policy and no action to 
improve the efficiency of homes other than personal and council-led initiatives. 
Energy market regulation is still anything but smart and flexible and renewables, 
particularly wind, lack financial or regulatory support. There is definitely room for 
improvement. 
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ECOE will continue to work collaboratively with other organisations at the national 
level including: Regen, Community Energy England, Cooperatives UK and National 
Energy Action. We will also continue to collaborate with local organisations 
including Transitions Exeter, the University of Exeter (Exeter Energy academic 
network), Devon Energy Collective and other networks where appropriate. 
 
Policy support for community energy remains uncertain, and while there is 
increasing interest in local ‘smart’ systems of energy provision and use, traction in 
these areas has been slow. We will continue to seek opportunities and work with 
partners such as Devon County Council and Exeter City Futures where appropriate.  
 

The increasing acceptance of a ‘Climate Emergency’ by councils and other 
organisations has already started to bring new opportunities for collaboration and 
we will continue to remain open to new ideas and projects as they arise, as well as 
leveraging the increased media attention our projects are attracting. 
 

We are continuing with the annual rotation of Chair. Andy Extance takes over after 
this year’s AGM and Lee Cramer will formally take up the Finance Director position. 
Gill Wyatt has decided to step down as Project Manager for Healthy Homes for 
Wellbeing and Tara Bowers will now take on this role. She is also standing down as 
a director at this year’s AGM. This marks an end of an era – we again express our 
gratitude to Gill for all her hard work. 
 

For the coming year, we will be concentrating on maintaining our existing solar PV 
portfolio and continuing Healthy Homes for Wellbeing. We have also decided to test 
out some new ideas around energy literacy which will initially be delivered via 
informative webinar sessions. 
 
Possible future projects for ECOE include the development of larger solar PV sites, 
provision of advice on retrofitting homes to maximise energy efficiency, installation 
of EV charge points and development of biodigesters. These opportunities will be 
reviewed to ensure they fit with ECOE’s objectives and are financially viable. 
 
Devon Energy Collective has identified several potential large solar projects around 
the county and existing community groups will get first refusal on development if 
they look feasible. The most promising prospects are in ECOE’s area. If they are 
able to progress, the projects will be megawatt-scale, meaning we’d need to raise 
more than a million pounds. However this is very early stages and only has a small 
chance of success, and would be some years away. We’d welcome feedback from 
our members on this opportunity, especially at our AGM.   
 

 


